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10. It's a Wonderful Life: The happy world of small-town comedy.

given the devil's insights into his suppressed desires. His remark, "You
once called me a warped, frustrated old man—now you're a warped, frus-
trated young man," is amply supported by the evidence the film supplies.
What is finally striking about the film's affirmation is the extreme pre-
cariousness of its basis; and Potter survives without remorse, his crime
unexposed and unpunished. It may well be Capra's masterpiece, but it is
more than that. Like all the greatest American films—fed by a complex
generic tradition and, beyond that, by the fears and aspirations of a
whole culture—it at once transcends its director and would be incon-
ceivable without him.
^Shadow of a Doubt has always been among the most popular of Hitch-

cock's middle-period films, with critics and public alike, but it has been
perceived in very different, almost diametrically opposed ways. On its ap-
pearance it was greeted by British critics as the film marking Hitchcock's
coming to terms with America; his British films were praised for their
humor and "social criticism" as much as for their suspense, and the early
American films, notably Rebecca (1940) and Suspicion (1941), seemed
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II. It's a Wonderful Life: The disturbing influx of film noir.

like attempts artificially to reconstruct England in Hollywood. In Shadow
of a Doubt Hitchcock (with the aid of Thornton Wilder and Sally
Benson) at last brought to American middle-class society the shrewd, sa-
tirical, affectionate gaze previously bestowed on the British. A later gen-
eration of French critics (notably Rohmer and Chabrol in their Hitchcock
book) praised the film for very different reasons, establishing its strict
formalism (Truffaut's "un film fonde sur le chiffre 2.") and seeing it as one
of the keys to a consistent Catholic interpretation of Hitchcock, a rigor-
ous working out of themes of original sin, the loss of innocence, the fallen
world, the exchange (or interchangeability) of guilt.5 The French noted
the family comedy beloved of British critics, if at all, as a mildly annoying
distraction.

That both these views correspond to important elements in the film
and throw light on certain aspects of it is beyond doubt; both, however,
now appear false and partial, dependent upon the abstracting of elements
from the whole. If the film is, in a sense, completely dominated by Hitch-
cock (nothing in it is unmarked by his artistic personality), a complete
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reading would need to see the small-town-family elements and the Catho-
lic elements as threads weaving through a complex fabric in which, again,
ideological and generic determinants are crucial.

The kind of "synthetic" analysis I have suggested (going beyond an in-
terest in the individual auteur) reveals It's a Wonderful Life as a far more
potentially subversive film than has been generally recognized, but its
subversive elements are, in the end, successfully contained. In Shadow of
a Doubt the Hollywood ideology I have sketched is shattered beyond con-
vincing recuperation. One can, however, trace through the film its at-
tempts to impose itself and render things "safe." What is in jeopardy is
above all the family—but, given the family's central ideological signifi-
cance, once that is in jeopardy, everything is. The small town (still rooted
in the agrarian dream, in ideals of the virgin land as a garden of inno-
cence) and the united happy family are regarded as the real sound heart of
American civilization; the ideological project is to acknowledge the exis-
tence of sickness and evil but preserve the family from their contamination.

A number of strategies can be discerned here: the attempt to insist on a
separation of Uncle Charlie from Santa Rosa; his death at the end of the
film as the definitive purging of evil; the production of the young detec-
tive (the healthy, wholesome, small-town male) as a marriage partner for
Young Charlie so that the family may be perpetuated; above all, the at-
tribution of Uncle Charlie's sexual pathology to a childhood accident as a
means of exonerating the family of the charge of producing a monster, a
possibility the American popular cinema, with the contemporary over-
turning of traditional values, can now envisage—e.g., It's Alive (Larry
Cohen, 1974).

The famous opening, with its parallel introductions of Uncle Charlie
and Young Charlie, insists on the city and the small town as opposed,
sickness and evil being of the city. As with Bedford Falls/Pottersville, the
film draws lavishly on the iconography of usually discrete genres. Six
shots (with all movement and direction—the bridges, the panning, the
editing—consistently rightward) leading up to the first interior of Uncle
Charlie's room give us urban technology, wreckage both human (the
down-and-outs) and material (the dumped cars by the sign "No Dumping
Allowed"), children playing in the street, the number 13 on the lodging-
house door. Six shots (movement and direction consistently left) leading
to the first interior of Young Charlie's room give us sunny streets with no
street games (Santa Rosa evidently has parks), an orderly town with a
smiling, paternal policeman presiding over traffic and pedestrians.

In Catholic terms, this is the fallen world against a world of apparent
prelapsarian innocence; but it is just as valid to interpret the images, as in
It's a Wonderful Life, in terms of the two faces of American capitalism.
Uncle Charlie has money (the fruits of his crimes and his aberrant sexu-
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iz. Young Charlie (Teresa Wright), Uncle Charlie (Joseph Cotton), and Louise
the waitress (Janet Shaw) in Shadow of a Doubt.

ality) littered in disorder over table and floor; the Santa Rosa policeman
has behind him the Bank of America. The detailed paralleling of uncle
and niece can of course be read as comparison as much as contrast, and
the opposition that of two sides of the same coin. The point is clearest
in that crucial, profoundly disturbing scene where film noir erupts into
Santa Rosa itself: the visit to the Til Two bar, where Young Charlie is
confronted with her alter ego Louise the waitress, her former classmate.
The scene equally invites Catholic and Marxist commentaries; its force
arises from the revelation of the fallen world/capitalist-corruption-and-
deprivation at the heart of the American small town. The close juxtaposi-
tion of genres has implications that reach throughout the whole generic
structure of the classical Hollywood cinema.

The subversion of ideology within the film is everywhere traceable to
Hitchcock's presence, to the skepticism and nihilism that lurk just behind
the jocular facade of his public image. His Catholicism is in reality the
lingering on in his work of the darker aspects of Catholic mythology: hell
without heaven. The traces are clear enough. Young Charlie wants a "mir-
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13. Uncle Charlie in repose (Shadow of a Doubt).

acle"; she thinks of her uncle as "the one who can save us" (and her
mother immediately asks, "What do you mean, save us?"); when she
finds his telegram, in the very act of sending hers, her reaction is an ec-
static "He heard me, he heard me!" Hitchcock cuts at once to a low-angle
shot of Uncle Charlie's train rushing toward Santa Rosa, underlining the
effect with an ominous crashing chord on the sound track.

Uncle Charlie is one of the supreme embodiments of the key Hitchcock
figure: ambiguously devil and lost soul. When he reaches Santa Rosa, the
image is blackened by its smoke. From his first appearance, Charlie is as-
sociated consistently with a cigar (its phallic connotations evident from
the outset, in the scene with the landlady) and repeatedly shown with a
wreath of smoke curling around his head (no one else in the film smokes
except Joe, the displaced father, who has a paternal pipe, usually unlit).
Several incidents (the escape from the policemen at the beginning, the
garage door slammed as by remote control) invest him with a quasi-
supernatural power. Rather than restrict the film to a Catholic reading, it
seems logical to connect these marks with others: the thread of supersti-
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tion that runs through the film (the number 13; the hat on the bed; "Sing
at table and you'll marry a crazy husband"; the irrational dread of the
utterance, however innocent, of the forbidden words "Merry Widow")
and the telepathy motif (the telegrams, the tune "jumping from head to
head")—the whole Hitchcockian sense of life at the mercy of terrible, un-
predictable forces that have to be kept down.

The Hitchcockian dread of repressed forces is characteristically accom-
panied by a sense of the emptiness of the surface world that represses
them, and this crucially affects the presentation of the American small-
town family in Shadow of a Doubt. The warmth and togetherness, the
mutual responsiveness and affection that Capra so beautifully creates in
the Bailey families, senior and junior, of It's a Wonderful Life are here
almost entirely lacking—and this despite the fact, in itself of great ideo-
logical interest, that the treatment of the family in Shadow of a Doubt has
generally been perceived (even, one guesses, by Hitchcock himself) as
affectionate.

The most striking characteristic of the Spencers is the separateness of
each member; the recurring point of the celebrated overlapping dialogue
is that no one ever listens to what anyone else is saying. Each is locked,in
a separate fantasy world: Emmy in the past, Joe in crime, Anne in books
that are read apparently less for pleasure than as a means of amassing
knowledge with which she has little emotional contact (though she also
believes that everything she reads is "true"). The parents are trapped in a
petty materialism (both respond to Young Charlie's dissatisfaction with
the assumption that she's talking about money) and reliance on "honest
toil" as the means of using up energies. In Shadow of a Doubt the ideo-
logical image of the small-town happy family becomes the flimsiest fa-
cade. That so many are nonetheless deceived by it testifies only to the
strength of the ideology—one of whose functions is of course to inhibit
the imagining of radical alternatives.

I have argued elsewhere that the key to Hitchcock's films is less sus-
pense than sexuality (or, alternatively, that his "suspense" always carries a
sexual charge in ways sometimes obvious, sometimes esoteric); and that
sexual relationships in his work are inevitably based on power, the obses-
sion with power and dread of impotence being as central to his method as
to his thematic. In Shadow of a Doubt it is above all sexuality that cracks
apart the family facade. As far as the Hays Code permitted, a double in-
cest theme runs through the film: Uncle Charlie and Emmy, Uncle Charlie
and Young Charlie. Necessarily, this is expressed through images and
motifs, never becoming verbally explicit; certain of the images depend on
a suppressed verbal play for their significance.

For the reunion of brother and sister, Hitchcock gives us an image
(Emmy poised left of screen, arrested in mid-movement, Charlie right,
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under trees and sunshine) that iconographically evokes the reunion of
lovers (Charlie wants to see Emmy again as she was when she was "the
prettiest girl on the block"). And Emmy's breakdown, in front of her em-
barrassed friends and neighbors, at the news of Charlie's imminent de-
parture is eloquent. As for uncle and niece, they are introduced symmet-
rically lying on beds, Uncle Charlie fondling his phallic cigar, Young
Charlie, prone, hands behind head. When Uncle Charlie gets off the train
he is bent over a stick, pretending to be ill; as soon as he sees Young
Charlie, he "comes erect," flourishing the stick. One of his first actions on
taking over her bedroom is to pluck a rose for his buttonhole ("deflower-
ing"). More obviously, there is the business with the ring, which, as
a symbolic token of engagement, not only links Charlie sexually with
her uncle, but also links her, through its previous ownership, to his suc-
cession of merry widows. The film shows sexual pathology at the heart
of the American family, the necessary product of its repressions and
sublimations.

As for the "accident"—that old critical stumbling block—it presents
no problem at all, provided one is ready to acknowledge the validity of a
psychoanalytical reading of movies. Indeed, it provides a rather beautiful
example of the way in which ideology, in seeking to impose itself, suc-
ceeds merely in confirming its own subversion. The "accident" (Charlie
was "riding a bicycle" for the first time, which resulted in a "collision")
can be read as an elementary Freudian metaphor for the trauma of
premature sexual awakening (after which Charlie was "never the same
again"). The smothering sexual/possessive devotion of a doting older sis-
ter may be felt to provide a clue to the sexual motivation behind the
merry-widow murders; Charlie isn't interested in money. Indeed, Emmy is
connected to the merry widows by an associative chain in which impor-
tant links are her own practical widowhood (her ineffectual husband is
largely ignored), her ladies' club, and its leading light, Mrs. Potter, Uncle
Charlie's potential next-in-line.

A fuller analysis would need to dwell on the limitations of Hitchcock's
vision, nearer the nihilistic than the tragic; on his inability to conceive of
repressed energies as other than evil and the surface world that represses
them as other than shallow and unfulfilling. This explains why there can
be no heaven corresponding to Hitchcock's hell, for every vision of heaven
that is not merely negative is rooted in a concept of the liberation of
the instincts, the resurrection of the body, which Hitchcock must always
deny. But my final stress is less on the evaluation of a particular film or
director than on the implications for a criticism of the Hollywood cinema
of the notions of interaction and multiple determinacy I have been em-
ploying. Its roots in the Hollywood genres, and in the very ideological
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structure it so disturbingly subverts, make Shadow of a Doubt so much
more suggestive and significant a work than Hitchcock the bourgeois en-
tertainer could ever have guessed.
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